
 

 
Kaitiaki   Peak,   Aoraki/Mt   Cook   National   Park  
 
From   Whitehorse   car   park,   the   first   section   heads   along   the   Hooker   Valley   Track,   until   reaching   a   sign  
indicating   Ball   Pass   to   the   right   and   Hooker   Lake   straight   ahead.   
Take   the   Ball   Pass   Track,   which   gradually   ascends   the   moraine   with   ever-improving   views   of   Aoraki/Mt   Cook.   
After   about   three   hours,   the   grassy   flats   of   east   Hooker   Valley   camping   area   are   reached.  
Route   finding   from   here   is   not   easy,   but   a   solitary   cairn,   hidden   in   a   sea   of   rock   at   the   base   of   a   steep   chute,  
guides   the   way.  
Near   the   top,   the   chute   narrows   to   a   choke   stone   –   a   potential   challenge   in   winter,   especially   if   descending.   
A   little   above   that,   at   about   1600m,   a   large   rocky   plain   called   the   Playing   Field   comes   into   view,   with   Mt   Mabel  
looming   overhead.   Route-finding   demands   care.   The   key   is   to   remember   to   keep   left   (north).   A   zigzag   trail  
leads   up   about   100m   to   Mabel’s   north-west   ridge   crest   which,   once   rounded,   gives   the   first   view   of   Ball   Pass.   
To   gain   the   pass   requires   a   sometimes   exposed   rocky   traverse   around   Mt   Rosa   to   a   snowfield,   which   you   can  
join   at   1800m.   This   climbs   in   a   north-easterly   direction   to   the   pass.   The   last   30m   are   on   steep   slippery   gravel.   
On   the   pass,   Aoraki’s   Caroline   Face,   the   Tasman   Glacier   and   a   multitude   of   peaks   come   into   view.  
Two   nice   campsites   protected   by   low   stone   walls   can   be   found   across   a   snowfield   skirting   Ball   Glacier,   about  
70m   below   the   pass.   Directly   above   camp   to   the   south   looms   the   craggy   high   point   of   Kaitiaki   Peak.   It’s   an  
easy   scramble   on   to   the   peak’s   2222m   summit.  
The   section   from   Ball   Ridge   towards   Caroline   Hut   is   not   as   steep   as   parts   of   the   western   side,   but   much   of   the  
ridge   is   exposed   and   crumbling   with   lots   of   undulations   and   sub-ridges   to   lead   people   astray.   
It   takes   about   two   hours   to   reach   Caroline   Hut   at   1800m.   From   there,   it’s   a   scramble   to   the   main   ridge   and  
after   another   two   hours,   the   track   reaches   Ball   Hut.   
Beyond   the   hut   is   another   8km   of   gradual   descent   down   the   old   Ball   Hut   Road.   
 
Wild   File  
Access    From   Whitehorse   Hill   car   park  
Grade    Difficult   
Time    Car   park   to   Ball   Pass,   7-9hr;   To   Kaitiaki   summit   return,   1-2hr;   To   Blue   Lakes   car   park,   5-7hr  
Distance    28km  
Total   ascent    2100m  
Topo50   map    BX15  
 
Elevation   Profile  
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as  

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no  
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find  

the   best   possible   route.    Memory   Map   shows   purple   tracks   and   hut   icons   as   verified   routes   and   huts.   Red   or   blue   routes   are   those   drawn   by   Wilderness.   
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